Your Link to Red Rock Canyon

Volunteers Protecting
Red Rock Canyon
Since 1984

The mission of Friends of Red Rock Canyon is the preservation and enrichment of

In this issue...

Y

ou can meet our administrative staff, find
out about the new Tortoise Habitat Coordinator, figure out what to cook for dinner (when
the weather cools a bit more) and learn about
some of our flying denizens living at the Rock.
There’s also a sneak preview about our new website which will be launched in the coming weeks.
You can also join Norm Kresge on the First Creek
trail from the comfort of your home.
And we’ll be saying goodbye to Sue and Roger
Kolar, past Tortoise Habitat Coordinators. Sue

and Roger share their experiences and successes with
us on page 18.
The fall calendar of events is included on the back
page. There are some great, ongoing, volunteer opportunities as well as Make a Difference Day in October.
And, please remember that the Thanksgiving weekend at Red Rock will be extremely congested. Plan
on arriving very early if you’re hiking or bringing
visiting family or friends to the Rock.
Pat Williams

The Election Results are in
Friends members came together on September 15 to elect new board members, approve an operating budget for the next fiscal year as well as special funding accounts. The new slate of officers and
directors are:
Patricia Potter – President

Tom Lisby – Vice President

Shari Young – Secretary

Pat Williams – Treasurer

Brenda Jackson – Director

Glenn Ritt – Director

Rob J. Tuvell – Director
The board will also add two new members on October 1, 2018.

The 2018/2019 operating budget as approved by member vote on September 15.
The breakfast meeting was attended by more
than 85 members and guests.

Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area and the public lands of southern Nevada.

the Rock Staff
Publishing/Lay-Out — Pat Williams
Articles Editor — Sharon Schaaf
Creative Editor — Rob Tuvell
Photographer — Roger Hembree

Editorial Committee
Cam Camburn
Norm Kresge
Joe & Mary Labie
Glenn Ritt
Sharon Schaaf
Rob & Marilyn Tuvell
Joan Urarro
Articles for publication consideration should
be sent to news@friendsofredrockcanyon.
org or mailed to the Rock 1000 Scenic Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89161. Submissions for the
Rock should meet the thematic guidelines
as established by the editorial staff. All
submissions are subject to editing for
subject matter, length and relevance to Red
Rock Canyon National Conservation Area.
the Rock is published quarterly by Friends
of Red Rock Canyon, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
organization, for the benefit of Friends
members and supporters. Publication and
mailing costs are subsidized with limited
mission-specific advertising. Statements,
opinions and points of view expressed by
writers are their own and may not reflect
those of Friends of Red Rock Canyon.
Our mission is the preservation and
enhancement of Red Rock Canyon National
Conservation Area. Friends provides
volunteers and funding for projects such
as environmental education, natural and
cultural resource protection, teacher
workshops, community volunteer work
days, transportation grants for Red
Rock field trips and other services. The
organization receives no federal funds but
is provided with office space and telephone
service by the Bureau of Land Management.
The main office for Friends of Red Rock
Canyon is located in the Red Rock Canyon
National Conservation Area Administrative
Building, 1000 Scenic Drive Las Vegas, NV
89161.
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Welcome New Members

Mary E. Labie

Sharon’s Slant

Sharon Schaaf

Three, Two, One. Launch the Website!

Glenn Ritt

Canyon Cleanup Teen Style

Dana S. Raborn

Nature’s Connection - Red Rock Raptors

Margie Klein

The People Behind the Curtain

Glenn Ritt

Take a Hike - First Creek

Norm Kresge

Red Rock Hummingbirds

Kristi Weeks

Meet Chelsea Conlin

Glenn Ritt

Years of Fun in the Habitat

Sue and Roger Kolar

Cover - “Golden Mountains” by Gareth Pearson

The Red Rock Torts will
be winding down for their
winter’s nap soon. The
days are getting cooler
(relatively speaking) and
the nights are getting
longer.

Annual individual membership is $25. Board
meetings are held on the Tuesday of each
month and general membership meetings
are held quarterly. Time and locations for
the meetings may be obtained by calling
(702) 515-5360.
For more information visit our website at
www.friendsofredrockcanyon.org or find us
on Facebook.

Stop out to see them
soon. They generally
start brumation in late
October and return,
refreshed and frisky, from
February on...

Find and like us on facebook.

Our board - http://www.friendsofredrockcanyon.org/officers.php
Committee Chairs - http://www.friendsofredrockcanyon.org/committees.php
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Member Updates
Welcome to our newest members of the Friends of Red Rock Canyon family!

Volunteers dedicated to the preservation of Red Rock Canyon

										

By Mary E. Labie

Patricia Bonacci		

Tom Edwards

Dan Gross		

Nancy Gross

Donna Harper		

James Kohn		

Wendy Lyons

Jo Ann Markowski

Kristin Meuser		

Linda Peters		

Steve Peters		

Jackie Pulliam

Mary Helen Rich		

Deborah Rivers

Cecily Robinson

Betty Sharidan

Leatrice Watkins		

D’Anne Weeks

Susan Welliver

Select your member level: Individual:

_____ $25/1 Year

_____ $45/2 Years

				

Joint/Family:_____ $35/1 Year

_____ $63/2 Years

				

White Rock: _____ $125/1 Year

_____ $225/2 Years

				

Calico Hills: _____ $250/1 Year

_____ $450/ 2 Year

				

Turtlehead: _____ $500/ 1 Year

_____ $900/ 2 Years

				

Mt. Wilson: _____ $1000/1 Year

_____ $1800/ 2 Years

Credit Card Payment: _________________________________________________ Exp: ______
			

Type:

Visa

MasterCard

S

low Cooker Beef and Cabbage with Potatoes and Carrots, Open-Faced Super Sloppy
Joes, Nevada Corn Stew, Pumpkin Peanut Butter
Fudge, Roasted Eggplant and Feta Dip…have I
made you hungry yet?
These dishes are just a sampling of the recipes
in “Nevada Grown: A Year in Local Food,” a
cookbook from
Nevada Grown
President Ann
Louhela and
Reno GazetteJournal Food
and Drink Editor Johnathan
Wright. Nevada
Grown is a nonprofit organization that works
to promote
and support
foods grown in
Nevada and encourage healthy
eating.

The collection’s 150 recipes come from Nevada
home cooks, farmers, ranchers and chefs. The
only other requirement was that each recipe must
use ingredients grown or produced in Nevada. It
took Recipe Editor Laura Longero Holman and
her team of volunteer testers two years to collect,
test, rewrite and retest each recipe. The recipes are
organized according to the four seasons and there
is an index, plenty of photos, plus several blank
pages for cooking notes.

Discover

Mail form and payment to:
Friends of Red Rock Canyon 1000 Scenic Drive Las Vegas, NV 89161
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Sharon’s Slant

With the holidays coming soon, you might want
to try Always-Tender Yankee Pot Roast, Acorn

By Sharon Schaaf

Squash with Cranberry Stuffing, Autumn Harvest
Antipasto Salad, Cider Roasted Winter Squash,
and Soft Pumpkin Chocolate Chip Cookies. Now
I’m hungry too!

“Jackson, The Red Rock Canyon Burro” is a
children’s book from the Southern Nevada Conservancy. Author Leonie Mowat introduces us to
Jackson, a real burro who was adopted in 2012
from the Red Rock Canyon Herd Management
Area, and his mustang friend Carson. Beginning at
the ranch where Jackson and Carson live, readers
are taken on a tour of Red Rock Canyon. Accompanying the animals are Jackson’s trainer Sam and
the ranch owner’s dog Millie.
Book illustrator Allison Sosa adds to the story
with her lovely drawings of Red Rock Canyon’s
vistas, trails, wildflowers, animals, petroglyphs
and pictographs. Along the trail the group encounters a Mojave Green rattlesnake, a group of working burros and a fast-moving storm.
Both books are available in the Elements Gift
and Book Store in the Red Rock Canyon Visitor
Center. “Nevada Grown” can also be found on
Amazon. “Jackson: The Red Rock Canyon Burro”
would make a great gift for a young child.

FALL 2018
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Hughes Corporation, Summerlin Rotary Club, Signature Real Estate Group, Downtown Summerlin
and – of course – Bonnie Springs Ranch, which so
graciously hosts our quarterly breakfasts.
As you reach the bottom of the home page, you
discover NEWS AND VIEWPOINTS again. These
are the three most recent postings for each section,
and it is designed so you can return virtually every
day to stay abreast of the latest information about
Red Rock Canyon and Friends.

By Glenn Ritt

W

e have a new website that is far more
visual, informative and interactive.

Volunteers dedicated to the preservation of Red Rock Canyon

It’s designed not only for members and volunteers, but also for visitors. We hope they will be so
captivated they choose to join us.
This redesign actually began several years ago
when Patricia Potter, our new president, and Cam
Camburn, a committee chair, developed a strategic
marketing plan for Friends’ future.
Among its priorities: bring the Red Rock Canyon
experience into our community; attract younger and
more diverse members; educate visitors to enjoy all
its diversity while respecting its fragile natural environment; develop partnerships with other organizations and businesses that share common interests
and values.
The website’s expansion hopefully begins to address these strategic priorities while boasting the
most modern design tools and technologies. This
includes a great deal of attention to how the site
will be displayed on mobile phones and tablets,
which are used by the majority of users.
A visit to friendsredrock.org will take you to
more than 50 unique sections filled with stories,
events, maps, photography and videos. The new
site is designed to be continuously replenished with
content carefully organized by dozens of topics to
make navigation as intuitive as possible. And if you
can’t quickly find what you’re looking for, rely on
our powerful search engine.
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THE HOME PAGE
This is your launch site to the dozens of sections
in the new website.
You will be greeted by rotating, vivid photographs sharing the breadth of Friends’ commitment to Red Rock Canyon National Conservation
Area. Here, you will be invited to JOIN, which – of
course – is a priority.
Scroll down on the home page, and you will
be introduced to our desert tortoises. The original design didn’t have these amazing creatures so
prominently displayed, but lots of discussion and
critiques eventually pushed them to the fore.
Next you will find three worlds to explore: the
Scenic Loop, the Visitor Center and Trails. Each
will take you to comprehensive and vivid content,
including photo galleries, geo-physical maps and
guided hikes.
Scrolling down, you encounter the very important
sections on Volunteering and Donating, where we
encourage visitors to do both.
Your next encounter will be three-fold: our
custom Red Rock Canyon license plate – which
represents our single largest revenue source – the
annual photo contest (enjoy the amazing latest
photographs submitted for our 2018 contest) and
our business partners (a number sure to grow as
we reach out to them over coming months). We are
very grateful to our founding partners – the Howard

Finally, you will find a map of Red Rock Canyon, which will be particularly helpful when you
are on the move and reliant on your phone.
Every page you visit will have this handy tool
bar at the top of the page so you can return to the
HOME page or navigate throughout the site.
Also, at the top of the home page is your invitation to visit us at Facebook, Instagram and YouTube, as well as the powerful SEARCH engine that
will be very helpful given the volume of information and experiences you will encounter at friendsredrock.org.
Development of the new website took months

– from conceptualizing its content and structure
to its actual design, which went through countless iterations that continue to this day. We were
very fortunate to discover and choose PIMedia, a
local company owned by Debbie Harris and David
Mayne.
PIMedia previously redesigned the Bonnie
Springs website, and that is how we met the owners. From the first meeting on, they became true
partners who shared not only their significant
technical acumen but their passion for Red Rock
Canyon.
What you see now is a giant leap forward, but
it is only the beginning. As you explore the new
website, you will find things you like and others
that you can rightfully criticize. We would appreciate hearing both the praise and the constructive
criticism that will be needed for us to continuously
improve friendsredrock.org to meet your interests
and needs as members, volunteers and hosts of
guests and visitors you guide to Red Rock Canyon.
Share your thoughts directly to glenn@friendsofredrockcanyon.org or pat@friendsofredrockcanyon.org.

To help you easily discover all the worlds behind the home page, become comfortable with the toolbar
at the top of the home page. It gives you access to everything within friendsredrock.org.
Among its highlights:
•

ABOUT – Click here to find all information about
the Friends’ organization including board officers, staff, committees and their chairs, financials,
board minutes, and bus grants. You also will find
a form to easily communicate with us online.

•

VISIT – Here you will encounter a dozen ways
to get the most out of a visit, from trail maps and
directions to a comprehensive FAQ, places to eat,
accommodations and other attractions.

•

CALENDAR – Here you will find not only all of
Friends’ events, but also those hosted by our
partners, especially the Bureau of Land Management and Southern Nevada Conservancy’s many
hikes and activities. The goal is to be as comprehensive as possible so our members as well as the
general public can rely on the Calendar as their
one-stop location.

•

and Nevada nature, online archives of previous
Friends’ magazines mailed to members, weather,
and directions.
•

MEMBERS -– Various levels, how to join and the
benefits of membership.

•

NEWS – We’ve launched the site with nearly 100
articles spanning nearly two dozen topics; and
each week, new content will be published. In addition to news, there is a VIEWPOINTS section that
contains essays and opinion pieces.

•

SHOP – Come here for clothing, books and accessories, and enjoy your 25% member discount and
free (with $25 purchase) shipping.

•

MAIN MENU – This is a scroll down menu that
lets you easily move between sections throughout
the website.

RESOURCES – Come here to find links to other
websites with a connection to Red Rock Canyon
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By Dana S. Raborn

Volunteers dedicated to the preservation of Red Rock Canyon

M

y daughter recently joined the National
Junior Honor Society at Doral Academy
- Red Rock. This means that I have to help her
find service projects that she is old enough to do
(several places like hospitals and museums have a
minimum age for volunteers). And since I have to
drive her, I often end up volunteering with her.

It wasn’t long before the girls raced off, spying
a plastic bag on a bush in the distance. I followed
more slowly, watching as they darted from one
piece of trash to another. It soon became competitive and I heard the cry, “No, that’s my piece of
trash!!” as they pretended to duel over the prized
item.

In searching for options, I first thought of
volunteering at Red Rock Canyon. I had already
volunteered with the Graffiti Removal team, and
at the time I remember thinking it would be a
good activity for kids and teens. Knowing that
someone has to remove it would be a good deterrent to defacing Red Rock.

But I could understand the excitement. Searching the landscape for a glimmer of metal, cardboard or plastic reminded me of the thrill of
searching for plastic colored eggs in an Easter
egg hunt.

That didn’t work out with our schedule but,
luckily there was a Canyon Cleanup scheduled
for an upcoming Teacher Workday. I contacted
the coordinator, Liz Carmer, to see if we could
join. I discovered that the Canyon Cleanups are
very popular and space is limited, so you have to
register early. Fortunately, there were still a few
spots left. I signed up for three spots – my daughter, her friend and me.
When we arrived at the Visitor Center the
day of the cleanup we were given bright yellow
vests, bottles of water and
best of all, the long metal
“tongs” used to pick up
trash. My daughter and her
friend loved the tongs and
practiced picking up small
rocks in the parking lot.
After driving out to
Calico Basin and parking
along the main drive with
the others, we ventured out
into the desert.

When we returned to the meeting place, it was
time to load up the truck. As we helped pile the
bags of trash into
the truck, we talked
with some other
volunteers about
how important it is
to get young people
involved. One volunteer said people
always complain
that Las Vegans are
shallow, but you
just have to take the
initiative and look
for the other people Some gently-worn royal blue stilettos that
who are interested in were my size. I passed on the treasure.
making a difference.
“They’re out there,” she said.
As we drove out of Calico Basin that day, I
looked back in the mirror at two smiling faces.
My 13-year old daughter shed her teenage persona for a moment to enthusiastically proclaim,
“We have to do that again!”

Welcome new contributor to the Rock magazine - Dana S. Raborn.
Dana is a scientific editor with a background in urban planning. She and her family
relocated to Las Vegas three years ago and live minutes from Red Rock Canyon. She
enjoys volunteering at Red Rock as well as hiking, painting, music, sailing and kayaking.
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By Margie Klein

F

all is a great time for viewing raptors.
Temperatures are getting more comfortable
and these migratory birds are on the move. Birds
of prey are more plentiful in southern Nevada in
the fall and winter as they fly in from the Pacific
Northwest and other regions north to join several
species that are year-long residents. Some species of birds fly even farther south than southern
Nevada, but some just make the journey down
from the Spring Mountains and other surrounding
mountain ranges into the Vegas Valley.

journey. Birds can also be sighted perching on
power poles along highways.
Once migration is over, species such as the peregrine falcon, northern goshawk, and ferruginous
hawk make their nests or scrapes on cliffs or other
high areas. Spotting scopes and binoculars may
be needed to scan the territory for these birds and
their nests. You can see the wintering birds up until
February, when they’ll be on the move again.

If you want to travel beyond Red Rock to see
raptors, the Bureau of Land Management manages
Bald eagles, peregrine falcons, ospreys, and
the “Goshute Mountain
three types of hawks
Watchable Wildlife
(Swainson’s, ferruginous
Area” near Wendover,
and rough-legged) can be
in northeastern Neseen moving into southern
vada. Thousands of
Nevada at this time. Rapraptors travelling the
tor watchers should get to
Intermountain Flysee resident golden eagles,
way
pass through this
great horned owls, perarea.
An organization
egrine and prairie falcons,
called Hawkwatch
red-tailed hawks, and
International operates
kestrels as well. The most
a research facility here,
common raptors that we
and birdwatchers tally
see here are the Cooper’s
the number and species
hawk and sharp-shinned
“Hope for the Future” - Red tail hawks
of
different migratory
hawk.
by James Resch raptors that they see.
Peak migration at this
The migrants use an internal compass to find
site is mid-September through mid-October.
their wintering grounds, guided by external clues
like smell and magnetic pull. Birds that end up
Not only are raptors spectacular to see, but they
here take either the Pacific or Intermountain
are top-line predators, making them very important
Flyway, depending on where their trip originates.
in the ecosystem. Just think, for instance, what it
The birds travel in the daytime and can glide high
would be like if there were no predators on rodents
above thermal air currents, so that they don’t have
in the desert. In addition, they are indicators of the
to use up valuable energy flapping their wings.
health of everything on the food chain below them.
Many utilize the updrafts along mountain ranges,
Birds of prey are protected by the Migratory Bird
as well as using the mountaintops and ridges for
Treaty Act, so please don’t harass them or disturb
navigation. Birdwatchers can spot them on cliffs
nesting sites.
and other high points that they follow on their
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The Friends’ staff
must continuously
communicate with
and help coordinate
the work of Friends’
many volunteer teams
and their very engaged
leaders, including Light
Trail Maintenance, Natural Resources, Canyon Cleanup, Graffiti
Removal and Tortoise
Habitat.

Susan Gonzalez
agrees.
She recently joined
the staff as Program
Associate and did not
know of Friends until a
neighbor, new President
Patricia Potter, told her
about the organization.

By Glenn Ritt

K

risti Weeks and Susan Gonzalez are
the heartbeats of Friends.

Volunteers dedicated to the preservation of Red Rock Canyon

Together they dedicate nearly 60 hours
each week to keeping all cylinders firing
– from writing grants that fund Friends’ projects to continuously working with the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and other
partners who share our mission to protect and
sustain Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area.
Kristi Weeks, Friends’ Executive Director,
is responsible for day-to-day operations of the
organization, reporting directly to the board.
Kristi was a stay-at-home mom five years ago
when she decided she wanted to volunteer at
the Visitor Center, where she frequently took
her family. “I thought ‘What a great way to
learn about Red Rock Canyon and working
the information desk would be perfect.’”

writing grants. Her overture was immediately
welcomed; so much so that she became a
member of the board for nearly a year before
moving to a paid staff position.
Among the grants she has helped shepherd:
•

$2,000 from the National Environmental
Education Foundation for Public Involvement Days.

•

$10,000 total from REI for trail signage.

•

$10,000 from the Commission for the
Las Vegas Centennial for publication of
“Seekers, Saints & Scoundrels,” the book
written by Friends’ members.

•

A whopping $135,000 from the National
Fish and Wildlife Foundation for the
Southern Nevada Milkweed Mapping,
Seed Production and Distribution Project,
a grant opportunity she discovered on
Facebook.

At the time, Kristi, who
has a Masters’ degree in
Working closely with their
Taking this job has
geography and natural repartners
is a priority for the
been among the best
source management, didn’t
even know of Friends. That decisions I have ever made. Friends’ staff. In addition to
soon changed. “I was so im- This is never just a job. It’s quarterly meetings involving
representatives from Friends,
pressed by all the volunteers a passion.”
BLM and the Southern
who were picking up trash,
Susan Gonzalez Nevada Conservancy, Kristi
improving the landscape,
meets monthly with her
cleaning up graffiti and carcounterparts to continuously
ing for the tortoises,” she recalls.
review issues regarding Red Rock Canyon
– from crime and safety to upcoming public
Eventually, she approached the Friends’
events, to the status of wells and Wi-Fi.
board and asked if they needed help

“I love representing Friends and getting
the word out about our mission and what we
do day in and day out,” she explains. “I’m
very excited about our new website because
it will significantly boost our profile, let us
share the amazing amount of information,
knowledge and insight we possess about
Red Rock Canyon and hopefully attract new
members and volunteers.”

Susan frequently
brings her grandchildren to Red Rock
Canyon for picnics and
hopes they inherit her
passion. “They love
World Ranger Day and
the Torts party.”

This role intensifies when
events such as National Public
I was so impressed by
Lands Day, Make a Difference
all the volunteers
who were picking up trash, Day and Red Rock Day arrive.

“

improving the landscape,
cleaning up graffiti and
caring for the tortoises.”

“Taking this job has
been among the best
decisions I have ever made. This is never just
a job. It’s a passion,” she marvels from her
office desk while processing a new Friends’
membership application. She leapfrogs from
one duty to another – still finding time to
answer questions of Friends’ members as
well as visitors who want to know where to
go mountain biking or how they can locate
our desert tortoises.

“
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“I’ve loved Red Rock
Canyon since I moved
here 11 years ago from
Susan Gonzalez, Program Associate
California,” Susan says.
“We’re very fortu“When we bought our
nate to work side-byhome, we didn’t want a view of the Strip. We
side with the BLM, sharing their offices,”
wanted a view of mountains. We live only 10
says Susan. “It leads to easy communications
minutes from the Visitor Center.”
and cooperation.”

“Friends has a huge role to
play for these special days,” explains Kristi, “from promotion of
the events to purchasing supplies,
Kristi Weeks including food, to helping recruit
and coordinate volunteers.”
“Our three organizations truly mesh for
a common mission,” says Susan. “We are
always addressing big issues that require
understanding and cooperation.”

Her job is multi-dimensional, ranging
from maintaining the membership database
to overseeing the planning of Friends’ four
Annual Meetings at Bonnie Springs Ranch, in
addition to working closely with the committee chairs and board members.
Kristi Weeks, Executive Director

Susan’s background in retail serves her well
in a role that requires interactions not only
with the board, members and volunteers, but
also partner organizations and the public.
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Take a Hike (continued from page 10

There's usually water in the creek here, and it can be slippery going
with wet boots. There is a climbing wall on the left side of the trail.
It's heavily coated with desert varnish. If you're here when someone
is rock climbing, you can watch them and wonder what they were
thinking.
Wherever you make your turn back to the car, First Creek is an
enjoyable, scenic hike. Make it as long or short as you want.

By Norm Kresge

O

Volunteers dedicated to the preservation of Red Rock Canyon

ne of the most popular trails in Red
Rock Canyon is First Creek. It is an
easy/moderate hike that has little elevation gain. Be aware that the trail is rocky
in places; in others places there are uneven
sandstone layers that need to be hiked over.
This should not be a problem if you take your
time.
From the trailhead along SR
159, go through
the animal barrier fence and
follow the welldefined trail into
the wash and up
the other side. If there is running water in the
wash, do the hike a different day. This is not
a place to be if there's a possibility of flash
flooding.
On the other
side of the
wash, the trail is
defined by some
large wood posts
that have heavy
wire running between them. The
idea for this was
to keep people
from exploring off the trail

and going into an area where a fire did much
damage. Keep walking the trail and enjoy the
view of the Red Rock Escarpment and look
to First Creek Canyon.
In about one mile, there's a junction in the
trail. If you want to see the usually dry waterfall area, take the right fork and it will lead
to the edge of the wash where First Creek
comes alive when it rains. There is a trail
along the rock wall leading down to the falls.
The best time to see water is in the winter and
after a rain. The waterfall can be very nice,
albeit not that tall.

Getting there:
First Creek is the last parking
area along the Escarpment on
SR 159 before you get to Spring
Mountain Ranch State Park. It is
outside the fee area. If you go on
a weekend, go early. The parking
spots fill quickly.

After coming out of the wash from visiting the falls, get back on the main trail. From
here, the rest of the hike is up to you. Most
people turn around after seeing the falls and it
makes about a 2.5 mile round trip hike. If you
continue into First Creek Canyon, the going
gets a bit rougher but you can continue for
quite a distance.
If you go far
enough, you
come to an area
where you have
to rock scramble
and work your
way around large
boulders. This is
for the hiker with
experience.

“Lost Creek” by Cheryl Hobbs
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The following is taken directly from the brochure “Hummingbirds 101” published by the International
Hummingbird Society on how to properly clean and fill hummingbird feeders.

“Lunch on the Wing” - James Resch

Type: The best feeder is one you are able and will-

By Kristi Weeks

Volunteers dedicated to the preservation of Red Rock Canyon

A

ccording to the Southern Nevada Conservancy (SNC), six species of hummingbirds
frequent Red Rock Canyon National Conservation
Area. They include the black-chinned, Anna’s,
Costa’s, broadtailed, Rufous,
and calliope
hummingbird.
Up until last
year, a Bureau
of Land Management (BLM)
biologist and
volunteers ran
a program to
capture and band
hummingbirds
for data collection. Five hummingbird feeders
were placed
outside of the
Rufous Prism
BLM’s
adminisBy Chuck De La Torre
tration building
to attract the hummingbirds for capture. However,
the hummingbird banding program was discontinued when the only authorized/trained BLM staff
person left her position.
The five hummingbird feeders remained empty
for months. Visitors and staff had enjoyed watching the hummingbirds flit around the feeders and
their antics were greatly missed. I met with repre-
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sentatives from the Red Rock Audubon Society,
BLM and SNC to discuss the future of the feeders.
Should the feeders be removed and have the hummingbirds rely solely on native plants and flowers?
It was decided to
keep the feeders
and a volunteer
hummingbird team
was created. Prior
to joining the team,
volunteers were
required to attend a
class led by Doug
Chang, President
of the Red Rock
Audubon Society,
on how to properly
clean and fill the
feeders. There are
now five active
hummingbird feeder
volunteers who
take turns maintainFriends Volunteer Greg Darrow
ing four feeders,
two near the Visitor checking the feeder.
By Kristi Weeks
Center entrance and
two in the rear of
the Administration
building.
The Hummingbird Society is a wonderful resource for information about hummingbirds. Their
website is www.hummingbirdsociety.org.

Freshness: Change the mixture every 4 days or

ing to clean. If the feeder ports are above the pool of
so (more often if temperatures exceed 90 F.),
liquid there is less tendency to drip, a messy problem
because it will ferment. Change it immediately if it
that attracts ants.
appears cloudy or if you see mold.
Size: Use a feeder whose size
Maintenance: Feeders must be
matches your population. Don’t fill it
cleaned between refillings; don’t
up if all the nectar isn’t being used.
“top off” without cleaning. Use mild
Several small feeders are better than
detergent and water, and rinse thorone large feeder and will support
oughly. At least once a month, soak
more hummers, helping deal with
in diluted (1 tbsp/cup) bleach solution
territoriality.
to sterilize the feeder, and, of-course,
rinse very thoroughly. Some feedRecipe: Dissolve one cup white
ers can be sterilized by cleaning in a
granulated sugar (cane preferred,
dishwasher.
beet is OK) in 4 cups of water.
Black Chinned Hummingbird
Do not use any other sugar – not
Location: Place feeders out of the
By
Kristi
Weeks
turbinado, brown sugar, etc. – never
reach of cats or at least four feet
use honey or artificial sweeteners.
above ground and in the shade if posSpring water is best, but most tap water is OK; don’t
sible. Never place a feeder near a nest, for doing so
use distilled water. No red food coloring! Store unmay invite predation.
used mixture in a refrigerator up to a week.

Fall Events at Red Rock Canyon
First and third Mondays - Light Trail Maintenance
Second and fourth Mondays - Native Plant Team
Second Saturday - Natural Resource Work Day
Canyon Cleanup - Work Days vary
(additional information listed on our website)

Saturday, October 27

Make a Difference Day
a volunteer day of giving back

Saturday, November 17
Friends of Red Rock Canyon
Annual Volunteer Appreciation
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Just ask Chelsea about the Rock Stars.
What’s the difference
between turtles and tortoises?

R

oger and Sue Kolar, our longtime chairs of the
Tortoise Habitat Team, are turning over their
responsibilities to newcomer Chelsea Conlin.
Until she moved to Las Vegas seven years ago,
Chelsea lived primarily on the East Coast – New
York and Rhode Island – as well as Colorado, Kentucky and northern Japan.
Like so many of us, Chelsea was immediately
taken by the desert. “There was something to be said
for the rolling green hills back East, but I immediately fell in love with the sharper desert landscape.
Without all that greenery covering everything, you
can really appreciate the geology of the Southwest.”

Volunteers dedicated to the preservation of Red Rock Canyon

The harshness of the Mojave Desert also made her
appreciate the “incredible toughness and adaptability” of its plants and animals.
Chelsea, 36, recalls vividly her discovery of Red
Rock Canyon. “I had done some hiking previously,
but Red Rock was where my love of hiking blossomed. I quickly learned that plants here are very
pointy and probably shouldn’t be touched and that
getting on the trail by sunrise affords the most astonishingly beautiful views of the mountains around
Red Rock.”
It was some years later that Chelsea began volunteering with Friends, including Light Trail Maintenance, Natural Resources and then – her passion
– the Tortoise Team.

By Glenn Ritt
It was love at first sight.
“I never would have guessed that tortoises could
have such individual personalities, but I soon learned
how wrong I was,” she says. “I love and respect all
animals, and it’s been an amazing opportunity to
work so closely with a threatened species.”
Chelsea is passionate about educating visitors
to the Tortoise Habitat in the Discovery Plaza. To
that end, in November she is planning to attend a
two-day course with the Desert Tortoise Council.
“I hope to learn even more about tortoises so that I
can make our little (or in Hugo’s case, not so little)
friends’ lives as enriching as possible. I also aim to
give our extremely dedicated volunteers, as well as
visitors to the Tortoise Habitat, a rewarding and fun
experience.”
“I often think about how much richer my life has
become thanks to the Mojave Desert, Friends of
Red Rock Canyon, and the tortoises. I couldn’t
ask for more.” Visit Friends’ new website (www.
friendsredrock.org) to learn more about our desert
tortoises. You can meet each one of them up close
and personal.
Also, Chelsea is happy to make a presentation
about our desert tortoises to schools and organizations. You can reach her at torts@friendsofredrockcanyon.org.

Do tortoises hibernate?

Turtles live in and
around water. Tortoises
live on land and cannot
swim.

No, tortoises brumate. It’s
very similar to hibernation
in mammals, but tortoises
are not truly asleep when
they brumate, unlike mammals hibernating. Their
metabolism just slows down
dramatically. They will
come out to drink if it rains
in the winter, and sometimes baby tortoises will eat
during that time, as well.

Tortoises and turtles are
pretty unique-looking!
What are their closest living relatives?
Turtles and tortoises
are most closely related
to birds and crocodiles!
Surprisingly, they are less closely related to lizards
and snakes.
How can you tell male and female Mojave Desert
Tortoises apart?
Adult males grow larger than females. This is
called sexual dimorphism. Males and females have
some other distinguishing characteristics:
•
•
•
•

Females have flat plastrons (underside of the
shell, like the tortoise’s belly) and males have
concave plastrons.
Males have a larger, curved gular horn on
the front of their plastron; females have a
short, straight one.
Females have shorter tails than males.
Adult males have glands on their chins that
are enlarged during mating season.

I know I should leave wild tortoises alone. But
what if I find one on a busy road?
In that case, you should very slowly approach
the tortoise so that they don’t get scared. If they
get scared they will sometimes urinate, which will
cause them to lose all their water stores, and they
can die of dehydration. Carefully lift the tortoise
just off the ground and slowly carry them in the
direction they were already heading. Bring the
tortoise at least 50 feet (15 m) from the road and
place them under a bush for shade. If the tortoise
did urinate, you can try to dig a small depression in
the ground near their head and pour water into it.
Hopefully the tortoise will drink.
How fast can tortoises move?
They can walk at a speed of 0.3-7.3 hours per
mile (0.5-12 hours per km), but cannot sustain a
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fast pace for long, or they
might overheat.

Do tortoises dig their own burrows?
Yes, they are excellent diggers. Their summer
burrows are generally fairly short: 3-4 feet (0.9-1.2
m) deep. Winter burrows, or dens, can be up to 30
feet (9.1 m) long! This protects the tortoise from the
coldest winter weather.
Are tortoises’ solitary animals?
Yes and no. They do not spend all their time with
other tortoises, like wolves spend time with others in their pack. However, their social lives are
surprisingly complex! Males, especially, will travel
miles to visit the females in their territory, which
can be up to 220 acres (0.34 square miles/0.55 km).
Tortoises have friends who live near them, and also
tortoises who they don’t like and will avoid.
What do tortoises eat?
Tortoises are herbivorous, meaning they only eat
plants. The only exception is that sometimes very
young tortoises will eat insects. Generally, tortoises
prefer soft, water-filled annual plants and flowers,
but once those start to dry up in summer tortoises
mostly switch to eating dry grasses to put on weight
for winter brumation. Unfortunately, invasive grass
species like Red brome can injure tortoises with
their sharp points if the tortoise tries to eat them.
When do baby tortoises hatch?
Baby tortoises are called hatchlings. They emerge
from their eggs between mid-August and October.
Typically, they do not eat before brumation because
they have a store of energy from their yolk sac.
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Years of Fun in the Habitat.

By Sue and Roger Kolar

Volunteers dedicated to the preservation of Red Rock Canyon

W

e first met the Red
Rock Canyon tortoises in 2005. At that time their
habitat stretched from behind
the Administration building
to the classroom in the Visitor Center. Most visitors didn’t
even realize it was there. We’d
turn on the sprinklers when
we arrived and the torts would
The original location of the tortoise habitat.
come racing out of their wooden
burrows. Libby loved the sprinklers and would promenade through the water. We
300 people have taken the tortoise training. This
wondered if she really was a Desert Tortoise!
year 91
volunteers
From 2008 to
spent 1,600
2010, the torts
hours in the
went to live at
habitat feedthe Desert Toring, soaking
toise Conservaand enjoying
tion Center while
the torts. The
the new Visitor
torts and the
Center was being
visitors really
built. We really
appreciate it!
missed them and
The girls also appreciate the wider and imonce got to visit
We’re retirproved burrows in the new habitat.
One of the girls emerging from the origi- them and 3,000
ing as Tort
nal burrows in the orignal habitat.
of their closest
Team Leads at
friends!
the end of this season; we just don’t have the time
to do the job as well as the torts and volunteers deIn 2010 we became the Friends Tortoise Habitat
serve. Chelsea Conlin is the new Tort Team Lead
Coordinators. The new habitat was fantastic with
and she’s doing a fantastic job already!
plastic burrows, so many plants and
lots of room for the torts to roam.
The volunteers loved it too! We had
We want to
new protocols in the habitat and had
thank
everyone
to start from scratch building a pool
who has helped
of dedicated tort loving volunteers.
care for the
We were so fortunate to have the
tortoises over the
help of Amelia Savage, the Bureau of
years. We couldn’t
Land Management Wildlife Biolohave done it withgist. Together we trained more than
out you! We intend
50 volunteers the first year. Some of
to volunteer in the
those people are still an active part of
habitat when we
the Tort Team.
Amelia Savage, BLM Biologist, with a class of new can, so we’ll see
Fast forward to today; more than
you out there.
habitat recruits

Gracias, merci beaucoup, grazie, domo arigato, thank you!
the Rock - Volume 9 Issue 1

Bonnie
Screams 2018

“PHOBIAS”
October 4 through October 31

Haunting Nightly from 6:30 to Midnight

Haunted Train Ride
Haunted Trails
Haunted Houses
Zombie Paintball Express
Performers
Restaurant & Bar On-Site
Call 702-875-4191
for more information

Order your tickets at www.wickedhaunts.com
www,bonniescreams.com
www.bonniesprings.com
www.wickedhaunts.com

Bonnie Screams and the Zombie Paintball Express
Dark - October 8, 9, 10, 15, 16 and 17
Persons 15 years and under must be accompanied by an adult.
Bookings of 20 people or more receive $5 off per person for the Haunt.
One transaction per group coupon.
Refer to websites for complete details

Nonproﬁt Organization
U.S. Postage Paid
Blue Diamond, NV
Permit No. 33

Friends of Red Rock Canyon
1000 Scenic Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89161

Making a Diﬀerence Since 1984

www.friendsofredrockcanyon.org
Date
10/1

Event

Walkway Application

What is it?
Deadline for November Walkway Installation

Contact
Cam Camburn tilesale@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

10/01 & 10/15

Light Trail Maintanence

Defining and maintaining the trails

Susan Murphy susan@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

10/5 & 10/19

Canyon Cleanup

Neat Freaks rejoice and join the fun!

Liz Carmer ccu@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

10/5 & 6
10/8 & 10/22

National Raptor Days

Information table in the Visitor Center

Jim Cribbs - 702-515-5365

Native Plant Team

Can you dig it? Join the team and make it green

Shari Young npt@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

10/9

Friends Board Meeting

Meeting in the REI Community Room

info@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

10/13

Member Recruiting Drive

Sign up at the Visitor Center

Mary Labie maryl@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

10/13

Natural Resource Workday

Trail repair or improving Red Rock

Wyatt Mulvey nr@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

10/20

EGO Teacher Workshop

Explore the Great Outdoors

Kate Sorom ksorom@blm.gov

10/20

Archaeology Day

Information table in the Visitor Center

Jim Cribbs - 702-515-5365

10/26

Nevada Day

Observed state holiday

10/27

Make a Difference Day

Our annual day of giving back to the Rock

11/2, 16 & 30
11/3
11/5 & 11/19

Canyon Cleanup

Neat Freaks rejoice and join the fun!

Liz Carmer ccu@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

Teacher Workshop

Biology at Red Rock Canyon

Kate Sorom ksorom@blm.gov

Light Trail Maintanence

Defining and maintaining the trails

Susan Murphy susan@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

Trail repair or improving Red Rock

Wyatt Mulvey nr@friendsofredrockcanyon.org
Mary Labie maryl@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

11/6

Election Day

11/10

Natural Resource Workday

11/10

Member Recruiting Drive

Sign up at the Visitor Center

11/11

Veteran's Day

FEE FREE DAY at the Rock

11/12 & 11/26

Cal Howell 702-515-5350

Native Plant Team

Can you dig it? Join the team and make it green

Shari Young npt@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

11/13

Friends Board Meeting

Meeting in the REI Community Room

info@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

11/16

NCA Anniversary

Happy 28th Birthday Red Rock Canyon

11/17

Friends Annual Luncheon

Celebrating the accomplishments of our volunteers

Susan Gonzalez susang@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

11/17

Take a Hike Day

Information table in the Visitor Center

Jim Cribbs - 702-515-5365

11/22

Thanksgiving

Visitor Center Open 8 a.m. to 12 p.m.

General information 702-515-5350

11/23
11/23 to 11/25
12/1
12/3 & 12/17

Graffiti Removal

Remove the blight from the Canyon.

Peter Sbraccia preserve@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

Black Friday

Expect heavy visitation/traffic through the weekend

702-515-5350

Winter Solstice

Volunteer Appreciation

Cal Howell 702-515-5350

Light Trail Maintanence

Defining and maintaining the trails

Susan Murphy susan@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

12/8

Natural Resource Workday

Trail repair or improving Red Rock

Wyatt Mulvey nr@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

12/8

Member Recruiting Drive

Sign up at the Visitor Center

Mary Labie maryl@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

12/10 & 12/31

Native Plant Team

Can you dig it? Join the team and make it green

Shari Young npt@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

12/13

Public Meeting

All the latest from the Rock

Catrina Williams 702-515-5350

12/14

Canyon Cleanup

Neat Freaks rejoice and join the fun!

Liz Carmer ccu@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

12/15

Teacher Workshop

Biology at Red Rock Canyon

Kate Sorom ksorom@blm.gov

12/15

National Day of the Horse

Information table in the Visitor Center

Jim Cribbs - 702-515-5365

12/21

Graffiti Removal

Remove the blight from the Canyon.

Peter Sbraccia preserve@friendsofredrockcanyon.org

12/25

Christmas

Visitor Center Open 12 to 4:30 p.m.

General information 702-515-5350

